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I will always believe one of the only flaws about Ben Lo was the depth of his humility.  
This remarkable humility of his can be seen in how little there is of him on the internet, 
at a time when a Tai Chi great could be all over.  He was the senior student of Professor 
Cheng Man-ching, whose postures and ideas on Tai Chi have touched as of this date 
an estimated 250,000 students worldwide. 
 
The greater efficiency and anatomical ease of this style will insure its impressive reach 
going forward.  For Professor’s genius and medical knowledge is seen in how he 
carefully kept the form as taught to him by Yang Cheng-fu.  It shows more the natural 
drape in the back hip, knee, ankle, and in the arms, than the form Yang Cheng-fu 
evolved to for himself, and which is figured in all of the still photos showing YCF holding 
postures. 
 
This tremendous misfortune for how little future practitioners will know of Ben Lo was 
the choice Ben Lo made.  To me, this is a lost chance to have inspired people for 
centuries.  The situation is maddeningly bittersweet, because his quiet humility was 
impressive in its own way. 
 
Ben said something telling to me in one of our last telephone conversations in 2017.  
Ben suddenly blurted out, “I think there comes a point when you can’t improve!”  
 
“How do you mean?” I asked, confused.  
 
“You can’t get any better!” he repeated. 
 
Ben’s personality and conversational style was such that he often grew impatient with 
you, or the subject, and quit the topic long before you were ready.  Try as I might to get 
him to fill out more details on this tantalizing, flip comment, he would not go. 
 
My lingering abstract is that what he was telling us is something I’ve never heard from 
any other source: Our body is given the capacity to “hold”, or “draw” into it only so much 
chi.  Only so much fits in the vessel.  Professor Cheng wrote of chi behaving like 
amassed air or water.  Ben seemed to say that, after his 70 years of practice, no more 
could fit in.  In 1991, I asked Ben to let me feel him sink his chi to his tan tien.  My 
fingers gave me the tactile image of my hands and fingers around his waist squeezing 
futilely into the big tire of a farm tractor.  Another Tai Chi person, who had attended a 
Ben Lo weekend workshop, told me how he was the lucky guy who hung on Ben’s 
straight arm when Ben did the Iron Bar Arm demonstration.  Ben was then in his late 
‘80s.  This burly man, easily 260lbs., said Ben’s arm was so solid as a girder that he 
could have done chin ups on the arm.  People reading this who are unfamiliar with Tai 
Chi must not make the mistake to think Ben developed this internal power from lifting 
weights. 



 
So, this was Ben Lo’s level of Tai Chi.  He told me a few times how Professor always 
admonished his students never to show off.  In part, I believe Ben’s permanent humility 
arose from his awe for the tremendous accomplishments and Leonardo DaVinci level of 
genius demonstrated everywhere in the life of Professor Cheng. 
 
Ben said many times his level of skill was nothing compared to Professor Cheng’s.  
“When he touched you, when he bounced you out, you felt nothing!”  I came at Ben on 
this point from many angles, and he never gave an inch.  To this day, I do not believe 
him.  Yes, maybe Professor’s incredible power to blast you into Life’s Next Chapter felt 
like a canary wing.  But my sense is that Ben had all the tools to have developed this 
ability, he just never put in the time.  He would actually grow irritated with me when I 
tried to make a logical argument out of the matter. 
 
“He was a genius!” he would say of Professor. 
 
I said to Ben one time at his annual New York summer camp, “Lao Shih, I wish you 
would be more outgoing with your level of skill and show off.”  I told him how his hiding 
was a kind of secrecy that only made the true nature of Tai Chi more confusing.  I 
reminded him of how he had changed the course of my life in 1975, when he visited 
Washington DC after the death of Professor Cheng.  I had been the lucky student at this 
time who got to feel his chi by squeezing my fingers around his tan tien, and how at that 
time, his body felt loose and empty.  Then I felt a bowling ball amass from nothingness 
at his diaphragm, then slowly sink with crushing power between my hands.  My fingers 
were pressed effortlessly open by this internal blossoming, while the frame of his 
muscles around the internal space remained completely open and soft.  My fingers told 
my brain that I had my hands around a Force of Nature. 
 
“In a moment,” I told him at the summer camp, “I learned that the human potential was 
completely different than I ever thought it was!” 
 
Ben shrugged lightly.  He said to me then what he said two other times in my thirty-year 
study with him.  “If you hit the bell with a hammer, you get a big sound.” 
 
For him, demonstration of skill was a personal, one-on-one deal.  The more you 
brought, the more he lifted the veil.  It was something earned. 
 
Lately, I think maybe Ben hid his incredible Tai Chi so as to avoid making the rest of us 
cry out in futility and quit.  Would some feel in their fingers what lay at the end of this 
cosmic road and see in a flash the iron will required, and turn away? 
 
We stand at the cusp of a new world in terms of how much future generations will be 
able to connect with remarkable bygone personalities.  Imagine the ability to hear 
Lincoln speak, or Plato laugh.  Ben Lo will rank as one of history’s true greats, but he 
chose to be unknown beyond the personal experiences of his thousands of students.  I 
said all I was ever comfortable with trying to prompt this Living Treasure to leave more 



of a legacy for the coming thousands of years to inspire people to give a true Tao the 
full measure of it’s worth. 
 
But he owned a contentment I do not possess. 


